Behind the Monitor Scanner & Device Mount
Shown on the Inverted Ultra 180 Arm with a Motorola scanner
- Brackets available for most popular scanner models
- Mounts behind the monitor for easy access to scanner
- Easily installs on ANY VESA plate
- Mount length and tilt are fully adjustable

Behind the Monitor Mount
Shown on the Inverted Ultra 180 Arm with a Motorola scanner
- Mounts a barcode scanner or other device next to the monitor
- Easily installs on any VESA mount
- ICW has brackets for most popular barcode scanner models
- Mount length and tilt are fully adjustable

Behind the Keyboard Scanner & Device Mount
Shown on the Elite 5216 Arm with a Honeywell scanner mounting plate
- Brackets available for most popular scanner models
- Custom designed scanner mounting plates available
- We can mount any scanner or device.

NEW

Mount length and tilt are fully adjustable

Behind the Keyboard Mount
Shown on the Elite 5216 Arm with a Honeywell scanner mounting plate
- Mounts conveniently behind the keyboard
- Bracket remains level when keyboard is flipped up to stow
- Easily installs on ICW’s keyboard drop extension
- Standard bar length of 15”, custom sizes available

NEW

Easily installs on ICW’s keyboard drop extension

Brackets available for most popular scanner models

Easily installs on ANY VESA plate

Mount length and tilt are fully adjustable

Bracket remains level when keyboard is stowed

Mounts behind the keyboard for easy access to scanner

Individual or combination Scanner and Mini PC mounts available

Horizontal Adjust
up to 25” (63.5 cm)
Device Tilt
360°

Device tilt: 360°
VESA interface: VESA or ICW KUB
Keyboard interface

Made in the USA
SOLID SUPPORT

We stock a variety of bracket plates for most popular scanner designs.

We can mount any scanner or device.
Dimension and Range of Motion Drawings

- Custom designed scanner mounting plates available.
- We can mount any scanner or device.

**Mini PC Mount**

*Shown on the Inverted Ultra 180 Arm*
- Mounts conveniently and out of the way behind the monitor
- Keeps the computer off the desk or floor
- Adjustable to fit any size Mini PC
- Easily installs on any VESA mount
- Anodized for durability

**Versatile Mounting Bracket**

- Mount length and tilt are fully adjustable
- Mounts behind the monitor
- Easily installs on ANY VESA plate

**Code Mounting Bracket**

- Mounting brackets adjust easily to ideal horizontal position
- Scanner or device tilts to the best angle

**Individual or combination Scanner and Mini PC mounts available**

- Scanner or device tilts to the best angle
- Mount length
- Adjustable length to fit any size Mini PC

**NEW**

- Custom designed scanner mounting plates available.
- We can mount any scanner or device.
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